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Emotion was there every time the Bird perched on Charlie’s

shoulder. Then a soft breathing was heard, a sound coloured

with mattness, as if the pigment of Charlie’s complexion had

blended into the buoyant whistling of the Bird. One day, one day however,

Charlie and the Bird melted into one, body and soul, one and only.

For the !rst time in the history of instrument making, Selmer Paris is inviting

musicians to follow in the footsteps of a Reference collection. “Tribute to

Bird” is a celebration: that of the 50 th anniversary of the death of the legendary

Charlie Parker (1920-1955) and a tribute to the initiatory approach with which

he inspired the world of Jazz.

For !ve years, this unique collection, signed Selmer Paris, will be formed,

with every annual edition o"ering in a variety of forms a speci!c engraving, an

original work by an artisan-engraver, and an original design, a poetic look at

the culture of a continent.

Appropriate case and accessories will contribute an exceptional touch to this

elegant ensemble.

But, above all, this collection will remain a state of mind, the free spirit of

“Bird ”, imbued with musical openness and creative energy.

2005: honor to Parker! BIRD takes on the colors of the enigmatic humming-

bird in the sky of the Americas!

tribute to bird
C o l l e c t o r s e d i t i o n“

Order Codes and Prices

SEREF54AKO   KOOKABURRA ALTO   (NO LONGER AVAILABLE)
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Flamingo Limited Edition 
Saxophones

The Henri Selmer company of Paris has introduced the 

third issue of its limited edition Bird Series of professional 

saxophones. This special 2007 issue features exquisite 

engraving that highlights the Flamingo of Africa.

This latest release is the third in a five-year adventure 

honoring each of the continents by depicting a native bird in 

highly detailed hand crafted engraving on its new Reference 

Series saxophones. Last year’s edition featured the 

Kookaburra bird of Australia. Previously the Hummingbird of 

the North American continent was honored.

The latest Selmer Paris “bird” alto saxophone models are 

based on the popular Reference 54 Series saxophones, 

capturing the essence of the famous Mark VI instruments 

made in the 1950s and 1960s. The tenor is based on the 

Reference 36 Series, in the tradition of the “Balanced 

Action” manufactured beginning in 1936. There will be three 

versions of the 2007 Flamingo saxophones.

Flamingo 

Order Codes and Prices

SEREF54AFO FLAMINGO STANDARD ALTO $8595
SEREF54AFOC FLAMINGO COLLECTORS ALTO $10995
SEREF36TFC FLAMINGO COLLECTORS TENOR $12995
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